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U ptake
The uptake of protoporphyrin IX by Propionibacterium acnes in suspension has been studied by
fluorescence spectroscopy. Protoporphyrin, after it was injected into a cell suspension, was firstly
bound to receptors on the cell surface and in this state protoporphyrin was non-fluorescent.
Subsequently, probably as a result of lateral diffusion in the cell wall, these protoporphyrinreceptor complexes formed dimers. The final step in the overall uptake process of protoporphyrin
by the cells from the surroundings consisted in a jum p of such dim ers from w aterlike to lipidlike
com partm ents in the cell m em brane w here protoporphyrin becam e fluorescent. The lipidlike
com partm ents in the cells had a limited binding capacity of protoporphyrin.
The fiaciiuu ui suiviving ceils veisus iigin uuse has aiso been studied for varying am ounts of
protoporphyrin added to the cell suspensions. The survival curves were exponentially decaying
with the irradiation time and there was a direct proportionality betw een the inverse slope of the
survival curves and the intensity of protoporphyrin fluorescence from the lipidlike com partm ents.
The relevance of these results to the therapy of Acne vulgaris is also discussed.

Introduction
W hen the human skin is illuminated by blue light a
punctate pink fluorescence may be observed due to
the presence of Propionibacterium acnes (P. acnes)
colonies in the pores. These bacteria produce and
accumulate porphyrins which are fluorescent [1]. A
high density of P. acnes in the cutaneous follicular
orifices may, under certain circumstances, elicit a
disease referred to as Acne vulgaris.
Porphyrins, present in these bacteria in a high con
centration com pared to other cells, are known to be
photodynam ic sensitizers [2]. In similar systems, for
instance erythrocytes with an increased level of p ro 
toporphyrin (PP), the action of light may be lethal
[2]. P. acnes will also be photoinactivated due to the
presence of endogenously produced porphyrins [3].
The aim of this paper is to investigate if porphyrins
added from outside will have a photodynamic action
on P. acnes. The mechanisms for the uptake of por
phyrins added to P. acnes in suspension, in order to
enhance the effect of light, will also be investigated.
This study is related to investigations within the field
A bbreviations: PP, protoporphyrin IX; CTA B, N-CetylN,N,N -trim ethyl-am m onium brom id; P. acnes, P ropion i
bacterium acnes.
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of cancer phototherapy, where the uptake of
hem atoporphyrin by human cells, in order to sen
sitize the cells to light, has been studied [4].
Materials and Methods
Bacteria and grow ing conditions

Serotype I (CN 6278) of P. acnes was grown on
agar plates made from phosphate buffered Eagles
medium (pH = 6.7). During growth the plates were
kept in a sem ianaerobic atmosphere (about 2% 0 2)
at 37 °C in darkness. A Gas Pak system (BBL Gas
Pak) was used to produce and maintain a semi
anaerobic atm osphere during growth. The bacteria
were harvested at the age of 4 days and suspended in
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) with a pH = 6.8.
Chemicals

The chemicals used were either purchased from
Sigma Chemical Company or Porphyrin Products. A
stock solution of protoporphyrin IX was prepared in
the following way: 6 mg of PP was dissolved into a
mixture of 5 ml ethanol and 5 ml 0.01 m N aO H . Be
fore each experim ent when PP was added to the cell
suspensions, 1 ml of this stock solution was diluted in
100 ml PBS (pH = 6.8). R eferred to PP in m ono
meric form , the concentration of this solution was
lO- ^ m . A defined volume of this diluted solution was
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transferred to the suspensions by mean of a micro
pipette.
Photodestruction o f cells

O ne hour after the addition of a defined am ount of
PP to the cell suspensions aliquots of 100 ^1 were
taken from the cell suspensions and diluted in PBS
by a factor of 105.
These diluted cell suspensions were irradiated by
a 900 W photoirradiator (Applied Photophysics,
M odel 5350) equipped with a Xenon lamp. The
wavelength of the exciting beam was 400 nm, the
bandwidth of the light 10 nm and the irradiance was
65 W • cm -2. 20 |il of these irradiated cell suspensions
was spread out on Bactoagar in Petri dishes. The
degree of photoinactivation of the cells was found by
counting the num ber of colonies formed after incu
bation of the illuminated plates for 7 days at 37 °C in
darkness. The num ber of colonies on notirradiated
plates was ranging between 400 and 900 depending
upon the cell density in the initial suspensions.
The fraction of PP not bound to the cells was de
term ined in the following way: Equal am ounts of PP
were added to a cell suspension and its blank. The
suspension was centrifuged and the detergent NCetyl-N,N,N-trim ethyl-am m onium brom id (CTAB)
(0.04% b.w .) was added to both supernatant and
blank. The fluorescence was then measured from
both supernatant and blank and the intensity ratio
gives the fraction of unbound PP.
Instrumentation

The fluorescence m easurem ents were done by a
standard rightangled fluorim eter, which is described
elsewhere [5]. In order to avoid scattered light to
reach the detection system a band pass filter (BP 40,
type Oriel) was placed in the exciting beam and a
long pass filter (LP 54, type Oriel) on the emission
side of the fluorimeter. A bsorption and turbidity
m easurem ents were done by a PY E-U N ICA M SP8200 UV/visible spectrophotom eter. The irradiances
were m easured by a term opile detector, type S15,
Sensors Inc.
Results
Protoporphyrin uptake by P. acnes

A fter an injection of a defined am ount of PP into a
cell suspension the fluorescence intensities at both

618 nm, indicative of PP in w ater phase, and at
634 nm, reflecting the am ount of PP in a hydrophobic phase, were measured as a function of time.
The fluorescence yield of PP in water is low and the
emission maximum is at 620 nm. In hydrophobic
m edia the fluorescence yield is much higher than in
w ater and the emission peak is at 634 nm. The
fluorescence intensity from PP which enters the
aqueous phase surrounding the cells reached rather
quickly an equilibrium value, while the fluorescence
from PP in lipidlike com partm ents of the cells much
m ore slowly reached its equilibrium value (see
Fig. 1). This observation indicates that more than
one step is involved in the overall uptake process of
PP from the surroundings into the cells.
In Fig. 2 A the fraction of unbound PP (PP in the
w ater phase) is plotted versus the amount of PP
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Fig. 1. The time dependence of the fluorescence intensities
at 634 nm . w here the lipidlike emission has a maximum,
and at 618 nm . indicative of protoporphyrin in w ater, after
addition of protoporphyrin to a cell suspension.
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com partm ents of the cells have a limited binding
capacity of PP.
In Fig. 3B the inverse values of the fluorescence
intensity from PP in lipid phase and cell density are
plotted and a linear relation is seen in the high con
centration range.
In Fig. 4 A the initial time dependence of the
634 nm fluorescence intensity is shown for suspen
sions of identical cell densities after injection of a
controlled am ount of PP in each case. Above a cer
tain PP concentration the initial fluorescence rise is
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Fig. 2. The ratio between am ount of protoporphyrin added
to a cell suspension and free am ount (not bound to cells
versus ): A) Total porphyrin added to cell suspension of
constant cell density. B) Cell density for a fixed total pro to 
porphyrin addition.

added to cell suspensions of identical cell densities.
The ratio of unbound to total PP added is constant
for all PP additions. The fraction of non-bound PP
was also determ ined as a function of cell density
(Fig. 2B ), and an inverse relationship was found.
In Fig. 3 A the final fluorescence intensities (the
equilibrium value) from PP bound to lipidlike com
partm ents of the cells are plotted versus the total
am ount of PP added to suspensions of identical cell
densities. This relation is sigmoidal and the leveling
off at high PP amounts indicates that the lipidlike
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Fig. 3. A) The final fluorescence intensities at 634 nm from
cell suspensions of equal densities versus am ount of added
cii
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cell suspensions versus inverse cell density for equal p roto
porphyrin additions.
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and cell density (see Fig. 2). This indicates that this
adhesion of PP to the cells is a bim olecular process:
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philic to hydrophobic environments. PP in this hy
drophobic phase is fluorescent.
The equations for these processes may be written:

*1

P + R-^=± PR
k -\

where R is some receptor on the cell surface and P a
protoporphyrin molecule. A t equilibrium the reac
tion rates in both directions are equal:
k i - N f (iVr —N b) = k - \ •N b

where N f and N b are the numbers of free and bound
PP molecules. N T is the num ber of protoporphyrin
receptors and (N r —N b) is the num ber of available
receptors. A rearrangem ent of this expression gives
the equation of Scatchard:
A yw f = K • (N t—N b)

K = ^ 1//c_1

showing that a linear relation exist betw een the ratio
of bound to unbound PP and bound PP. Realizing
that the total am ount of added PP, N0, either may be
bound or unbound, one has that N b + N { = N0. By
means of this relation N b, which is difficult to meas
ure, can be elim inated from the Scatchard equation.
O ne then has, when N rf>N b:
7Vf/;V0 = l / ( l + l/(K -7 V r)).

This relation is indeed in accordance with the ex
perim ental results. It predicts a constant ratio be
tween free to total PP and a linear relation between
the inverse of free PP and the num ber of receptors,
which is in proportion to the cell density (see Fig. 2).
Subsequent to this adhesion reaction the PP en
tities will slowly become fluorescent reflecting some
further rearrangem ent reaction. The sigmoidal rela
tion between the final fluorescence intensity from the
lipid com partm ent and the total concentration as
well as the initial superlinear fluorescence increase
with time are in line with a cooperative binding of PP
to the lipidlike com partm ents in the cell. Based on
the square dependence of the initial fluorescence in
crease to total concentration a particular kind of
cooperative uptake of bound non-fluorescent PP in
waterlike environm ents (probably the cell wall) to
lipidlike com partm ents will be proposed where two
steps are involved:
1) An encounter between two protoporphyrin-receptor complexes PR. This step will include lateral
diffusion in the cell wall and a kind of dim er form a
tion between two such complexes on the encounter.
2) A jum p of the dim erization product from hydro

PR + PR ^ (PR )2
(lateral diffusion and dimerization)
(PR )2 *=* 2P
(jump from water to lipid phase).
Both kinetic and equilibrium data are explained by
this model. A t small PP additions the num ber of
dimers at equilibrium in the cell m em brane is
N d = K d. N b, where K d is the equilibrium constant for
the monomer-dimer reaction introduced above and
N b again the num ber of bound PP molecules which
was determ ined by the bimolecular reaction between
PP and receptors. This will explain the first part of
the sigmoidal curve describing the relation between
the final fluorescence intensity and the am ount of
added PP. The final part of this curve is explained by
the second equation when in addition it is assumed
that the lipid com partm ent of the cells has a limited
binding capacity. The Hill equation is then valid and
the relation between the fluorescence intensity from
the lipid com partm ent and the binding capacity,
which is proportional to the cell density, obey this
relation (see Fig. 3B).
The initial reaction rate for the dimerization is:
d (? R )2/d t = kdr N l,
k \ is forward reaction constant

and the initial rate for the second reaction will be:
d (2 P )/d t = k 2- (? R )2,
k2 is the probability for jump

which explains that, when the reaction rates are com 
parable, the num ber of PP molecules in the lipid
phase, which is m onitored by fluorescence, will be:
2P = k^ • k 2- N b- ^12,

or that the initial fluorescence increase is quadratic
with time. W hen the first reaction is much faster than
the second reaction, which is the case when the cell
surface density of bound PP is relatively large, the
initial fluorescence increase is linearly related to time
simply because the first reaction is completed before
the next reaction has started. W hen the first reaction
is much slower than the second reaction the initial
rate of fluorescence increase will also be linear with
time. In this case, however, the initial reaction rate is
related to the square of bound PP entities, which is
seen in Fig. 4B.
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There is a direct proportionality between the slope
of the survival curves, m easured as the time neces
sary to obtain 10% survival (D 10) and the amount of
PP in lipidlike com partm ents of cells, measured as
the fluorescence intensity at 634 nm. This indicates
that it is the PP which is localized in these regions
which is responsible for cell death.
Similar results were obtained by Kjeldstad et al. [6]
w hen hem atoporphyrin derivative (Hpd) was added
to P. acnes in suspension. The degree of cell inactiva
tion was also in this case in proportion to the fraction
of H pd which was fluorescent.
The uptake and localization of porphyrins in cells
is also of great interest in cancer therapy [4]. The
tim e scale for protoporphyrin uptake in P. acnes is
the same as for H pd in cancer cells. This indicates
that a common uptake mechanism may exist in the
two cases and that therefore P. acnes may act as a
model system in the study of porphyrin uptake by
cells.
P. acnes, the natural inhabitant of the skin, play a
role in the pathophysiology of the disease Acne vul
garis. The frequency of A cne vulgaris is correlated to
a high density of P. acnes in the pilosebaceous folli
cles. The growing conditions for P. acnes in the pores
are quite com parable to those in an ordinary labora
tory chem ostat. In the pore there is a constant pro
duction of a nutrient, the sebum, and there is a con

stant flow of m atter, due to excretion, out of the
pore. Antibiotics are mainly used in the treatm ent of
Acne vulgaris, in order to reduce the density of the
bacteria in the pores, and the density of P. acnes in
the follicles can be m onitored by fluorescence m eas
urem ents from the skin under W oods light [7], In this
paper, as well as in other ones [3, 8], it has been
shown that P. acnes are inactivated by violet light,
which is also present at natural light conditions. A
reduced density of P. acnes may therefore also be
obtained by additional violet light illumination. In
this paper it is shown that the sensitivity of the cells
to light will depend upon the concentration of pro
toporphyrin in the P. acnes. The production of
protoporphyrin, which is to shown in a subsequent
paper, will both upon the oxygen concentration
around the cells as well as the pH in the surrounding
medium. In line with these facts, it can be suggested
that, if the pH value in some pores are abberated,
the num ber of P. acnes inhabitating the pore might
increase due to a reduced light sensitivity. W ork are
also in progress where the porphyrin content in each
pore is determ ined by m icrofluorometry.
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